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Reviews
Europa, Sean O’Brien’s ninth collection of poems, is a timely and necessary book. Europe is
not a place we can choose to leave: it is also a shared heritage and an age-old state of being,
a place where our common dreams, visions and nightmares recur and mutate. In placing our
present crises in the context of an imaginative past, O’Brien show how our futures will be
determined by what we choose to understand of our own European identity – as well as
what we remember and forget of our shared history. Europa is a magisterial, grave and lyric
work of from one of the finest poets of the age: it shows not just a Europe haunted by
disaster and the threat of apocalypse, but an England where the shadows lengthen and
multiply even in its most familiar and domestic corners. Europa, the poet reminds us, shapes
the fate of everyone in these islands – even those of us who insist that they live elsewhere.
(The Poetry Book Society)

The generation born from 1945 to the early 1960's had it all. State-paid-for Liberal
Humanities education; The Beatles, Tamla Motown, David Bowie and T. Rex, all the
amusement of the cranky avant-garde; the most incredible sense of entitlement and
progress being made. And we blew it. Maybe it was circumstances beyond our control but it
happened on our watch and we blew it. And it is too late to complain now. Poetry is a very
unlikely instrument to use to set it right but it can be a powerful way of resigning oneself to
a game that has been played out and gone. (David Green books blog)

Zorn
Somewhere in the house, I howl.
Of this much I am certain, though
These days I no longer hear.
It’s only me again. Meanwhile
I watch and do not watch
The evening freight trains pull away
In almost perfect silence, gliding
At the low, inexorable speed
It’s tempting if not yet compulsory
To think is that of history,
A word we’d long supposed
Was exiled to the snowfield of itself,
When all the time the patient trains
Were overhauling us to fill
This yard as big as Luxembourg,
Locked down in night and fog.
But what do I know? Only that
They roll into the tunnel, after which
No further reference is made.
There is a pause. It’s me again,
There in the attic, the cellar,
Sealed between the walls, a howling
Absence of the sort you often find
In older houses such as this.
If I were me I shouldn’t dwell on it
But learn to count my blessings,
Carefully and often, just in case.

Goddess
Just you and me, then, but mainly you,
In the overgrown archway of ivy and jasmine,
One hand gathering your skirt above the dewy grass,
And your crown of white roses afloat on the air
At six a.m., when my breath clouds with frost
And the burnt gold leaves of the silver birch
Are chattery and slick from last night’s storm,
And always there is something I desire
But cannot name.
It would not be true if I said
You are walking away, since I am less present to you
Than the stones you glide over. Goodbye then.
How long has this been going on? Time and again
I wake and watch you passing by
In that invulnerable privacy, the sight of which
I used to believe was a gift you bestowed,
While inside the gift was a promise
That all should be well in the garden,
And the garden be shown as the sum of all things.
For all that other girls I’ve known resemble you,
Those quiet prefects placing flowers
On a speech-day stage or on a grave,
Or knowing the steps of the dances, taking hands
Or turning Fury to denounce and freeze the blood,
You are here anyway, here in the first place,
Unknowable, not to advise or console,
Seen from afar at less than arm’s length, the dear
Inhuman girl-goddess you are, without rancour or pity.
I do know the rules. And yet I need
Your absolution: failing that, the power
Of your pure unseeing gaze to do
As you have done to me, and to forget.
Friday the Thirteenth
Full-skirted lime-trees here, and the lilac,
That was late beginning, burnt to popcorn.
Storm coming, the authorities declare.
Better to be gone. Better to be nowhere.
When the host of the righteous attacks
You will wish you had never been born.

Now you reassure yourselves that yes,
You were the first of the prescient few
Who could tell where it leads, from a dust-devil
Spinning in a noon-hot market-place,
A detail seen from space as merely true
Among the infinitely lone and level
Sands where time begins and ends.
My infinitely clever friends,
If being right is its own reward
Your ironic composure will not save
Your skin from the wrath of the vengeful horde
Or your bones from an unmarked grave.

Discussion Ideas







If any of you know what the word ‘zorn’ means, stay quiet for a bit and let those who
don’t know speculate its definition. Now reveal the meaning or look it up. How close
did you get?
What does ‘night and fog’ refer to in ‘Zorn’? Think again about the title of the poem
– is it a word or a person? Is this a war poem?
Googling ‘2018 Goddess’ brings up links to goddess braids hairstyles, a Goddess
Festival in California and the 10k Goddess Race in Australia. Is Sean O’Brien’s a
modern or a timeless goddess? Why might she be leaving the scene?
‘Friday the Thirteenth’ is a slasher-with-a-hint-of-zombie movie from 1980. Does this
poem share any qualities with its filmic namesake? The strapline on the movie poster
read ‘They were warned … they are doomed … and on Friday 13th, nothing will save
them’. Can a poem have a strapline? What would the strapline for this poem be?
What dead can you spot here? There are references to Coleridge, Eliot, Shelley in the
poem – anybody else? Who might the ‘host of the righteous’ and the ‘vengeful
hordes’ be?
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